How to get started with
the OsciPrime hardware

OsciPrime

You will need:
- OsciPrime hardware
- an Android device with USB host functionality
- OsciPrime Android Application installed on the Android device
- a common USB cable (Type A-B)
- an USB OTG adapter (unless your device has a full type A USB socket)
- one or two common 1:10 oscilloscope probe
- a small screwdriver to calibrate your probe
Attach the OsciPrime hardware to your Android device.You should see a
green light on the OsciPrime hardware.If no on-board LED is glowing, your
Android device does not support USB host functionality.
Start the Android OsciPrime Application. If this is the first time you
started the application, you will see a help overlay. (You can always
recall this overlay by clicking on the question mark icon on the right side.)
Take a quick look at the descriptions and then click on "Got it!".

OsciPrime
Click on the input selection icon and select OsciPrime USB as the
input source. Also enable "Probe Compensation for USB OsciPrime". This
will enable a square wave output signal for calibrating your oscilloscope
probe, which we will use later. Now, click on "Fetch Calibration for
OsciPrime online".

OsciPrime
On the bottom side of your OsciPrime hardware you will find your serial
number. Enter this serial number to fetch the specific calibration file for
your device online. In this example, the serial number is "1C0A".
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Hit the Run/Stop button to start sampling. You will be prompted to allow
USB access twice. The first time is to upload the firmware to the FX2
microcontroller. The second time is to start communication.
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Attach your oscilloscope probe to the left BNC connector (CH1) and to
the probe compensation output labeled "PCOMP". (You do not need to
attach the ground clip)
You should see a square wave on Channel 1. If you do not see any
output, make sure "Probe Compensation for USB OsciPrime" is
enabled in the Input Selection menu, as mentioned before.
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We will now start the probe compensation process.
For best results you might want to adjust a few settings, therefore click
on the Preferences icon:
- select 1024 points on Display (you can also try other settings)
- enable "CH1 Value Range Indication"

Choose an appropriate V/div setting, so that the square
wave does not clip at the top. You can change the settings
on the bottom by clicking the up or down arrows.
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The signal should look like a nice square wave. If you see over-shot,
your probe is said to be over-compensated. The opposite would be undercompensation. Use a screwdriver to adjust the probe calibration, so
that you get close to a perfect square wave.
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After calibrating your probe, you might still see very small irregularities
near the edges. If that is the case, you may want to fine tune the input
capacitance of the OsciPrime hardware.
Unscrew to the top plate and use your screwdriver to adjust the variable
capacitors as seen in the following picture. (Best results are achieved
when using a plastic screwdriver, but any will do.)
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After fine-tuning, your signal should be pretty close to a perfect square
wave. Fine-tuning must only be done once. Your OsciPrime is already
fine-tuned when it ships. However, you might need to tweak it again for
best results. The following picture looks about right.
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Measurements
The probe compensation signal outputs a square wave with an amplitude
of 3.3V and a frequency of 48Mhz/2^16 = 732 Hz. You can double check
that using the Measurement Overlay, by dragging the appropriate
handlers.

You can now start using your calibrated oscilloscope with your
compensated 1:10 oscillscope probe. Please read the safety
instructions on www.osciprime.com and always be careful when dealing
with electricity.
As for operating the OsciPrime Application, everything should be pretty
much self-explanatory. Here are some quick tips:
- V/div can be changed on the bottom
- T/div can be changed on the right side
- Try different "Points on Display" settings to change screen density

